
Nzuri Timber for all your 
construction timber 
requirements

BFC, The producer of high-quality timber and 
wood products in Uganda is celebrating its 25th 
Anniversary with the launch of the Nzuri Timber 
brand, which stands for unmatched quality, 
durability and value.

DAILY MONITOR engages 
JOHN FERGUSON, the 
Managing Director of 
Busoga Forestry Company 
(BFC) in Uganda, on BFC’s 
growth journey the making 
of Nzuri Timber and the 
brand’s commitment 
to quality, people and 
environment. BFC is part 
of the Green Resources 
Group of Companies 
operating forest plantations 
and timber industries 
across East Africa.

Busoga Forestry Company (BFC) has just launched Nzuri 
Timber. What is the brand value proposition to your clients?

Nzuri timber is harvested from BFC’s certified plantations whereafter 
it is expertly converted into sawn boards, kiln dried and packaged 
to be ready for use in a multitude of specialist timber requirement 
roles. The Nzuri brand will give our clients the confidence to trust 
our timber for strength, durability, and visual acceptance. With Nzuri 
Timber, we are unveiling a premium brand that stands for quality, 
durability and unmatched value. 

How has BFC been able to meet the product demand of 
Uganda? Can it meet the demand for timber in East Africa?

East Africa is is a net importer of timber products and the demand for 
such is growing daily considering the rapidly increasing population 
and diminishing natural resource. In response to these market 
dynamics, we have unveiled Nzuri Timber, which positions the 
business to meet the ever-increasing demand for timber in Uganda 
and throughout East Africa. In anticipation of Nzuri Timber’s launch, 
we had progressively expanded our sawmill to increase production 
capacity to create value added wood products. This has increased 
BCF’s capacity to meet the ever-growing demand for durable and 
sustainable timber products.

How have BFC products and services continued to stay 
relevant 25 years on?

BFC has remained focused on market adaptation and through 
operational and productive flexibility, the company has ensured 
that the quality of our wood and timber products at least matches 
the high standards demanded by our discerning customers.BFC is 
regarded as a premium supplier of quality CCA treated transmission 
poles by the Ugandan Rural electrification Agency along with the 
electrical supply utility, UMEME, and through the introduction of the 
Nzuri Timber Brand we aspire to achieve the same for our wet-off-
saw, kiln dried and CCA treated timber products.

The Nzuri Timber brand will provide a marked differentiation of 
BFC’s premium and sustainable timber products vs the alternative 
timber products currently supplied on the informal market.

“BFC has supplied transmission 
poles utilised to construct more 
than 8500 km of transmission 

lines and 2000 km of fiber optic 
lines in Uganda.”

How has BFC’s objective to maintaining high-quality forests 
supported the UNs Paris Agreement, and United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC)? 

Forest Plantations are an effective way to combatting climate 
change by acting as a carbon sink whilst at the same time providing 
sustainable forest products to be used in efforts to reduce the 
relentless pressure being faced by Uganda’s remaining natural 
forest resources. 

BFC has taken on the challenge of replanting commercial tree 
species on vast swathes of previously deforested land whilst 
simultaneously committed to being fully and actively compliant 
with the highest standards of Environmental, Social and Economic 
Stewardship with particular emphasis on reducing the adverse 
effects of climatic change.

BFC’s 25 years of growth

BFC is marking 25 years. Tell us a little bit about BFC’s history 
and growth… 

Busoga Forestry Company (BFC) was conceptualized in the early 
1990s, as the Uganda afforestation operation of Green Resources, 
a privately-owned Norwegian company. In 1996, BFC started its 
operations with the signing of two 50-year leases for the Bukaleba 
Central Forestry Reserve (CFR) and Kachung CFR in Mayuge and 
Dokolo districts, respectively. 

The signing of the lease resulted in the allocation of approximately 
9000 hectares (ha) of land with the objective to establish sustainably 
managed commercial timber plantations for the growing of firewood, 
biomass and raw materials for manufacturing quality wood products. 
In both Bukaleba CFR and Kachung CFR, various species of trees 
have been planted. These include: pine, eucalyptus and a variety 
of indigenous hardwoods such as Musizi (Maesopsis eminii), 
Terminalia species and Khaya anthoceca (Mahogany species). In 
addition to the growing of forestry products such as timber, poles 
and firewood, the BFC plantations act as a carbon sink 

In 2009 BFC established a treatment plant in Jinja for the supply 
of utility poles to the Ugandan electricity network and to date the 
company through the production of poles has been able to support 
the construction of more than 8,500 km of transmission lines and 
2,000 km of fiber optic lines in Uganda. 

In addition to the treatment of our own forest resources the treatment 
plant also buys significant quantities of poles from private growers 
allowing them to participate and financially benefit from the country’s 
electrification drive. “During the past 5 years BFC has procured raw 
materials from smallholder tree farmers with a value in excess of 
USD 6.3 million.”

The past 25yrs has seen the development of BFC’s Plantations 
and associated industrial activities and the success of these have 
promoted the need for the introduction of an East African timber 

brand able to bring recognition to the region’s incredibly value-
able timber sector. Due to the commitment of the people behind 
the brand, and BFC’s continued and unwavering focus on high 
quality standards, Nzuri Timber will become synonymous with value 
addition and professionalism.

People, communities, and 
innovation at the center of BFC 
growth

The company recognizes the value of a healthy, skilled and gender 
sensitive workforce, it has actively incorporated these beliefs into its 
organizational culture.

Busoga Forestry Company (BFC) is a business that cares for its 
people. The company recognizes the value of a healthy and skilled 
work force, In addition the company actively promotes the recruitment 
of women in all layers of the organization, training is provided on a 
regular basis to continuously grow employee skills sets but also to 
minimize risks of accidents and injuries. Safety Management is part 
of the organizational culture and not a nice to have. 

The company has a routine performance management system, 
which ensure that staff often receive supervisory feedback on 
their work and whenever necessary, training is arranged to cover 
any perceived skills gaps or performance shortfalls. The business 
operates within the ambit of an Integrated Management System, 
which caters for all management and working scenarios including a 
grievance handling procedure where all employees and stakeholders 
are able to raise issues that are affecting them while at work without 
fear or favor.

BFC has also engaged in a key number community-based programs 
that have generated value beyond business and essentially 
improved the sustainability of its operations in Uganda and the lives 
of people in Uganda.

BFC works with a number of small enterprises in the sourcing of 
materials, goods and services on the execution of its operations 
and takes a keen interest in the development of small and medium 
enterprises (SME’s) such as forestry contractors who currently 
employ more than 450 people.

BFC has introduced a collaborative forest management system 
where community-based organizations (CBO’s) are actively 
working together with the company to ensure that forest resources 
remain intact as a source of shared-value for all stakeholders. BFC 
has rolled out a social development fund to benefit 33 registered 
CBOs neighboring its plantations. This year, the company has so 
far disbursed USD 40,000 to the CBOs. The fund will decentralise 
decision making to each community in order to create a beneficial 
environment for all stakeholders. 

These CBO’s have been able to generate a source of income 
through the work they provide, while at the same time working with 
the company on various programs to improve livelihoods.

Government is another entity that remains a key partner in BFC 
business and the firm has continually strived to maintain routine 
engagement with government on key issues affecting the industry. 
Through these engagements, BFC has been able to demonstrate 
the contribution that commercial forestry is able to make to the 
Ugandan economy, and how this contribution can grow if the 
forestry sector is supported with the right policies and frameworks 
for doing business.

BFC has begun to see some very positive moves with regards to 
government input and support of this valuable sector through the 
introduction of new regulations regarding sourcing and procurement 
practices for timber used on its projects.

Busoga Forestry Company (BFC) has leveraged on the use of digital 
technology and innovations in all its operations. The use of digital 
technology has availed to BFC the opportunity to better manage 
and understand all spheres of its business operations from land and 
crop management through to harvest and transport management. 
Recently, BFC adopted the use of modern timber drying technology 
to ensure the supply of quality timber products across its offerings.

The utilisation of modern equipment such as the use of mechanized 
harvesting equipment in place of manual operations has significantly 
improved on the safety environment of the business operations. To 
complement its digital approach, BFC has utilized digital media 
promote the business and its products to generate leads and access 
new markets.

Certified quality Nzuri timber prepared for our most discerning client - the United 
Nations.

Four trees are planted for every tree felled in our certified commercially grown Pine and 
Eucalyptus plantations.

BUSOGA FORESTRY COMPANY LAUNCHES VALUE-ADDED NZURI TIMBER BRAND
Nzuri Timber - a commitment to quality, value and professionalism

25 years done: Nzuri Timber ushers in 
a new era of market growth for BFC

John Ferguson



High standards, compliance with 
international best practices

The Busoga Forestry Company (BFC) is committed to adhere 
and comply to international best practices. Annually the company 
undergoes various internal and external audits to demonstrate this 
compliance.

The company’s 9,135ha of  plantations have been Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC) certified since through license number FSC-C106074. 
In addition to the FSC certification the company is also certified in 
accordance with the –ISO-9001 Quality Management System, ISO-
140001 Environment Management and ISO-450001 Health & Safety 
Management System.

BFC Products also comply with national standards such as those 
issued by the Uganda National Bureau of Standards (UNBS).

The certifications ensure that BFC operations do not have any 
adverse effect on the environment, their staff or communities that 
they work with, and that their clients can be guaranteed to receive 
value for money through the quality of products.

Nzuri Timber brand caters 
for strategic building and 
construction projects requiring 
proof of sustainability and 
professionalism.

At 25 years, Busoga Forestry Company (BFC), the lagest timber saw 
mill in Uganda, has come of age with the launch of the premium Nzuri 
Timber brand, a value added timber brand which stands for quality, 
sustainability and professionalism.

Even more exciting is the fact that BFC is marking its 25th birthday 
full of aspirations, having cut a new market niche in the supply of 
high quality value-added timber under the umbrella of Nzuri Timber 
brand, which is meant for the East Africa markets and beyond.

Nzuri Timber is a new feather on BFC’s cap, 
as it gives the firm a competitive edge in the 
premium timber products markets by being a 
player in the value-added timber market.

Nzuri Timber’s premium quality timber comes 
engineered to cater for strategic building 
and construction projects requiring proof  of 
sustainability and professionalism.

With Nzuri Timber, BFC is competing with 
low value and inferior quality timber products 
in the market, but has unveiled a premium 
brand that stands for quality, value and 
professionalism.

East Africa is a net importer of timber products 
and the demand for such is growing daily in 
light of the rapidly increasing population and 
diminishing natural resource. In response to 
these market dynamics, Busoga Forestry 
Company (BFC) has unveiled Nzuri Timber, 
which positions the business to meet 
the ever-increasing demand for timber in 
Uganda and throughout East Africa. In 
anticipation of the launch of Nzuri Timber, 
BFC had progressively expanded its sawmill 
to increase production capacity in order to 
create engineered wood products. This has 

increased the firm’s capacity to meet the ever-growing demand for 
durable and sustainable timber products.

In a fast growing and dynamic market where inferior wood and 
steel imports are threatening to replace the use of local timber in 
construction and the making of furniture, BFC has remained relevant, 
innovative and focused for decades. While innovation is key, the 
business has not compromised on quality and has continuously 
evolved in its products design, and services offerings to meet the 
ever-changing needs of their clients. The BFC business literally 
thrives on their motto of under-promising and over-delivering as 
envisaged in their ever-growing clientele and repeat business.

The business has over the years remained committed and reliable in 
the delivery of quality products in time and has now grown to become 
the leading supplier of treated wooden electricity transmission poles 
on Uganda’s rural electrification projects. The high quality of BFC 
products is visible in the timber products they sell, as all their timber 
is sustainably-harvested and cut to standard lengths and sizes. In this 
rare rebranding and commitment to quality in the timber and wood 
industry, never seen in the East African market before, Nzuri Timber 
brand will further differentiate BFC’s premium and sustainable timber 
from the alternative timber in the informal market.

BFC has made notable contributions to industrialize the production of 
timber and wood products while leveraging on modern technologies. 
In 2015, a WoodMizer sawmill capable of producing precision cut 
pine and eucalyptus sawn boards was established at Bukaleba to 
cater for the harvest of the rapidly maturing plantations.

This ushered in a new era of market growth and product development 
for BFC. The sawmill was further expanded in 2020 with the addition 
of modern timber drying kilns and the development of an export 
market to cater for the insatiable demand for quality timber products 
in the East African region and beyond.

Key BFC Community Based 
programs

BFC has implemented several activities in those communities 
focusing on health, education, improved livelihoods and promotion 
of alternative income generating activities.

A number of Health Programs have been running. For instance, 
BFC has assisted with the expansion of health provision facilities 
including the construction of a maternity ward and two children wards 
in Bukaleba and Kachung, medical staff housing and sponsorship of 
the RAYS OF HOPE HOSPICE JINJA program of cervical cancer 
screening and detection in the Bukaleba area.

In Girl Child Education, the company offers full bursaries to excelling 
needy children to attend basic, secondary education as well as 
pursue studies in higher institutions of learning both within and 
outside the district of Mayuge 

In the provision of Clean and Safe Water, BFC has so far drilled and 
constructed three bore holes and protected four water springs in and 
around Bukaleba. In Kachung, fivebore holes and three protected 
springs have been rehabilitated.

To add into existing forest coverage, BFC is involved in Community 
Tree Plantingwhere free tree seedlings are distributed to communities 
and institutions to establish private and community woodlots. This is 
to aid the process of poverty eradication, a millennium development 
goal for Uganda.

BFC also runs a Food Security program. In 9th March 2019, 240 
community members (42 per cent women) from eight villages were 
trained on land preparation and post-harvest handling technologies. 
The training was conducted by an agricultural extension officer.

Further, Busoga Forestry Company (BFC) is a business that is 
committed to environmental stewardship, waste management and 
has a special focus in reducing the adverse effects of climatic change. 
This is illustrated by the simple fact that BFC’s forest plantations take 
between seven and 18 years to reach maturity. During these growing 
years, their forest plantations provide protection against rampant 
deforestation, overgrazing, water pollution, erosion and poaching of 
the valuable resources, whilst acting as a carbon sink to reduce the 
effects of global warming.

The provision of firewood and construction timber during its growth 
and subsequent harvesting allows the forest project to assist with the 
reduction of and unsustainable overreliance on timber from natural 
forests. Most importantly, the BFC commercial forestry model that 
is coupled with sustainability certifications shows that it is possible 
to make a profit while at the same time contributing towards the 
sustainability of planet Earth.

In 2015 BFC commenced its sawmilling operations initially on a 
limited scale but in 2020 the mill capacity was expanded and in 2021 
drying kilns were added, BFC expects to further expand its sawmilling 
business over the coming years to further position itself as a regional 
player in the sawn timber market, modern timber drying kilns and the 
development of an export market to cater to. 

BFC is committed to continue to grow its business and to promote its 
quality standards and professionalism of its people. Nzuri timber is 
set to become a household name in the construction industry.

Our certified timber treatment plant assisting to energize East Africa with quality 
treated utility poles and guaranteed longevity of our treated timber products.

Modern timber designs using certified plantation grown timber from the shores of Lake Victoria –Protecting our last 
remaining indigenous forests from unsustainable  harvesting.
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